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1 Overview

We present the information mediator prototype

called Kind1 [GLM00], recently developed as part

of an integrated Neuroscience workbench project

at SDSC/UCSD within the NPACI2 project. The

broad goal of the workbench is to serve as an envi-

ronment where, among other tasks, the Neurosci-

entist can query a mediator to retrieve information

from across a number of information sources, and

use the results to perform her own analysis on the

data.

The Kind mediator is an instance of a novel

model-centered mediator architecture that extends

current XML-based mediator approaches by in-

corporating a semantic model of an information

source as an integral part of the mediation pro-

cess. Thus, by model we mean a combination of

(i) a conceptual model of the source data, for ex-

ample a UML or EER model, and (ii) any addi-
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tional conceptual-level knowledge about the source

as expressed through IDB (intensional database)

rules. While current mediators for information

integration address and solve the problems of

syntactic and structural heterogeneities amongst

sources using a semistructured data model like

XML [GMPQ+97, CDSS98, GMW99], the seman-

tic integration problem remains and a mediation

engineer has to come up with integrated view def-

initions on top of the di�erent XML views and

DTDs exported by sources. In contrast to this

structure-centered approach, the model-centered

mediator architecture provides a framework to the

mediation engineer in which the integrated domain

model (i.e., both its conceptual schema and data

instances) can be de�ned in terms of the domain-

level semantic models of sources using a high-level

declarative language.

Our development of a model-based mediator

was driven by the need to integrate scienti�c

databases like those of the Neuroscience work-

bench, where source data comes from di�erent \se-

mantic worlds", often sharing few if any attributes.

Thus, in contrast to the more traditional \one

world" integration scenario (say integrating infor-

mation from online book-shops) where despite dif-

ferences in the local schemas, the sources share the

same domain of discourse, here we need to integrate

across di�erent domains like neuroanatomy, pro-

tein properties and ion-currents in nerves. Since
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these sources are scienti�cally related in the phys-

ical world through (expert and common) knowl-

edge, the integration process using a mediator be-

comes feasible if those associations between objects

from di�erent domains are de�nable at the level of

the domain model.

The system we demonstrate includes the follow-

ing salient features:

� We use XML as the uniform format for ex-

changing instance data (relational, object-

oriented, semistructured) and model data (like

UML and EER schemas). In particular UML

models of sources are represented in XML us-

ing XMI [XMI99].

� The model-integration language is F-Logic

(short: FL) [KLW95], a rule-based, object-

oriented language that allows to represent,

query, and reason with not only semistruc-

tured data like XML trees but also conceptual-

level information, i.e., object-oriented data

and schema. Query evaluation at the me-

diator level is based on the Flora engine

[LYK99, YK00], enabling a virtual integrated

view approach, and on the MIXm system for

querying XML-enabled sources via the XML

query language XMAS [BGL+99, LPV00].

� For sources that export a conceptual model

CM (in XMI) to the mediator, a semantics-

preserving DTDCM is derived. At runtime,

the mediator can automatically construct CM

(i.e., populate the classes of CM and validate

against the integrity constraints of CM) and

then integrate across di�erent CMs, provided

the sources export XML data which is valid

wrt. DTDCM. Otherwise, declarative FL rules

are used to map instances from the source-

speci�c DTD to DTDCM and thus again to in-

stances of CM. In this way, sources are not

only queryable as labeled ordered trees (as

is the case with pure XML-based query lan-

guages), but as domain-level object-bases; in

particular information about generalizations

(class hierarchy), properties of relationships

(cardinalities, relationship types like aggrega-

tion and composition), and application-speci�c

integrity constraints and rules all become ac-

cessible for de�ning the integrated view at the

mediator.

2 Demonstration

The demonstration presents a Neuroscience appli-

cation where the Kind mediator integrates three

data sources and two domain knowledge sources

(cf. Figure 1). The central component of the archi-

tecture is theKindmediator which uses the Flora

system [LYK99] for executing the integration rules.

The mediator has several \plug-in" modules for in-

terfacing with the runtime environment. For exam-

ple, the module XML2FL maps XML to equivalent

FL objects. For sources like Caprot which ex-

port a conceptual model CM, there is a XMI2FL

plug-in, which takes the conceptual model CM(S)

of source S and produces an FL model of it. As

we will show in the demo, the plug-in can gener-

ate from CM(S) (which is here given in the XMI

syntax for UML) the FL equivalent of CM(S), i.e.,

� a class signature augmented with a set of in-

tegrity constraint rules for capturing the se-

mantics of CM(S), and

� a set of instantiation rules which are used at

runtime to populate CM(S) from the XML

data exported by S.

For sources that do not export a CM, the mediation

engineer has to reverse-engineer the CM from the

exported XML DTD. Based on this, the instan-

tiation rules for CM are derived. The integrated

view Insm (Figure 1) is exported to the user or ap-

plication as XML; it is de�ned in the declarative

FL rule language on top of the CMs of all involved

sources. It is important to notice that the mediator

does not materialize the complete CMs but com-

putes the relevant CM instances on the y at query
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evaluation time, based on the user query against

the integrated view. This virtual integration ap-

proach results from the use of the top-down query

evaluation engine Flora. In addition, for integra-

tion scenarios where materialization of CM(S) is

advantageous, we may use the bottom-up FL en-

gine Florid [FLO, LHL+98].

XML sources are accessed through the MIXm

mediator system which can evaluate complex XML

queries expressed in XMAS3. The \structure-level"

XML mediator MIXm is mainly used to produce on

demand virtual XML views on top of potentially

huge XML sources [LPV00]. Here, \on demand"

means that the construction of the virtual XML

view is driven by the navigation of the client (i.e.,

the Kind mediator) within the view.

The demonstration involves the following

sources:

� Prolab stores results of image analysis from

protein labeling experiments performed on one

or more regions of the brain. They contain

measurements of protein concentration in dif-

ferent segments of light and electron micro-

scope images. Segments are organized into

collection objects called anatomical structures.

An anatomical structure may contain other

anatomical structures.

� Dendrec is a database of volumetric re-

constructions of nerve compartments called

dendritic spines and dendritic shafts. The

database records a number of measurements

performed on these volumetric objects. As in

Prolab, dendritic shafts and spines are spa-

tially composed into larger volumetric objects

called dendrites. Both Prolab and Dendrec

are implemented on an ORACLE8i database

and wrapped to produce XML output.

� Caprot is a Web-accessible database of cal-

cium binding proteins.4 In contrast to Pro-

3
XML Matching And Structuring Language [BGL+99]

4http://structbio.vanderbilt.edu/cabp_database

lab and Dendrec whose conceptual models

had to be reverse-engineered, Caprot pub-

lishes a conceptual model (EER) of its data

which we have mapped into an UML/XMI

encoding so it is accessible to the mediator

through the FL2XMI plug-in. Caprot con-

tains protein properties, the organisms and tis-

sues and cells where they are found, as well as

the known functions of the proteins.

� Taxon is a database containing the scienti�c

classi�cation of the animal kingdom, along

with the common names of the animals. This

database is an example for a knowledge source

that allows to eliminate \semantic holes" of

otherwise unrelated source models. Here, it

bridges the gap between the scienti�c names

used in Caprot and the common names used

in the other data sources. As shown in the

demonstration, this also allows users to query

on animals by higher order group names (e.g,

mammals instead of humans and mice).

� Finally, Anatom de�nes a hierarchy of bio-

logical organ names starting from the brain

down to cells and subcellular components. It

also contains a set of rules de�ning di�erent

groupings and classi�cation hierarchies of or-

gans. For example, it states how the set of

brain regions can be grouped structurally and

functionally. It also speci�es transitive prop-

erties of is-a and has-a relations which are be-

yond the expressive power of most XML query

languages.

An example user query spanning di�erent sources

(and which, therefore, could not be answered with-

out the mediator) is:

� \Find the cerebellar distribution of all rat pro-

teins with more than 90% amino acid homol-

ogy with the human NCS-1 protein", or

� \Like before, but give the distribution of this

protein or its homologs in other rodents."
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Figure 1: left: architecture of the Kind mediator; right: snapshot of the Web interface
As part of the demonstration, we will show the

di�erent system components involved in the eval-

uation of such queries, along with the correspond-

ing data and schema de�nitions and the mappings

between them. A screenshot of the current Web

interface is shown on the right in Figure 1.
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